fact sheet: higher education

Optimum Energy helps colleges and universities
save money, meet sustainability targets
Colleges and universities face a significant energy challenge: curtailing rising costs and meeting
sustainability targets while keeping building occupants comfortable and maintaining climate control for labs
and other sensitive facilities.
Optimum Energy provides the solution. We optimize large campus
HVAC systems, typically delivering energy savings of about 30 percent,
along with improved operational efficiency and a reduced carbon footprint. Optimum Energy goes beyond simply providing data and
recommendations to deliver continual, automatic system optimization
for peak performance.
How the Optimum Energy platform works
Higher education customers include:
Baylor University

Cleveland State University
Columbia University
Lee College

University of Maryland

University of Texas/Austin

Optimum Energy’s OptiCx® optimization platform integrates directly with any building automation
system to continuously reduce energy consumption. Relational control algorithms calculate the
most efficient way to operate all components of the HVAC system and automatically optimize
plant performance in real time. The platform doesn’t rely on an operator to realize efficiencies and
savings.
Three software modules are tailored for specific systems, and can be combined for even greater
savings.
OptimumLOOP® provides continuous, system-level optimization of centrifugal chilled water
plants. It adapts dynamically to fluctuating load, weather and occupancy conditions to yield the
lowest possible kW/ton.
OptimumAIR® optimizes air handlers to use the least possible amount of fan power, chilled
water, and heating energy to improve occupant comfort and lower costs.

“Optimum is different. I’ve got a
plant that is running at absolute
maximum efficiency.”

OptimumHEAT® automatically calculates the most efficient operation of boilers and pumps,
optimizing system performance in real time to deliver energy and cost savings.
Advanced modules for even greater savings

-James Johnson, director of facilities and

Optional machine learning-based diagnostic and control modules provide even greater savings

Institute for Bioscience and Biotechnology

various operating conditions and equipment combinations, and then determines the most

lab services, University of Maryland

and operational efficiency. With Dynamic Sequencing, the system learns how chillers perform in

Research

efficient chiller run order. The Chiller Diagnostics option pinpoints equipment problems and
recommends solutions. Predictive Free Cooling taps real-time weather data to recommend when
to enter and exit free cooling periods.
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How colleges and universities benefit
Achieve constant peak performance

tools. Optimum Energy’s sophisticated software algorithms and

The OptiCx platform dynamically and automatically adapts to

modeling techniques produce a detailed, real-world baseline,

fluctuating conditions to yield the lowest possible kW/ton, ensuring

which, combined with the OptiCx Measurement and Verification

building systems achieve peak performance day after day, year

tool, gives you performance data and energy savings results in real

after year. And its patented Real-Time Dynamic Commissioning™

time. This allows you to quickly retool and reset when necessary.

technology fights performance drift by detecting and addressing
issues in real time.

Scale within a building and across campus
Optimum’s scalable, modular approach standardizes and deploys

Reduce energy costs, water usage and equipment wear

HVAC management best practices across an enterprise portfolio,

Optimum Energy’s solutions typically reduce energy expenditures

regardless of building type, equipment, or BAS vendor. You can

by about 30 percent, giving you a payback between one and five

address one system at a time, within one building or across many

years. OptimumLOOP also provides a dramatic reduction in water

facilities.

use, further contributing to sustainability goals. And Optimum helps
reduce HVAC equipment maintenance costs and wear and tear, by
balancing energy use among all components.

Achieve sustainability goals
OptiCx advances sustainability goals and reduces greenhouse gas
emissions. It contributes to Energy Star ratings (up to 18 points)

Track usage and correct faults in real time

and LEED certification for both existing buildings (up to 24 Energy

It’s simple to track energy use, manage HVAC system

and Atmosphere credits) and new construction (up to 19 EA

operations, find and correct system faults, and report on energy

credits).

usage and greenhouse gas emissions using OptiCx’s cloud-based

ABOUT OPTIMUM ENERGY
Since 2005, Optimum Energy has helped customers in higher education, healthcare and other industries reduce energy use in
buildings, delivering typical energy savings of 30 percent, improved operating efficiency and reduced carbon emissions. The
OptiCx® platform combines technologically advanced HVAC optimization software with world-class expertise in system design
and operations. It has saved current customers more than 500 million kilowatt-hours of electricity, 320,000 tons of carbon emissions,
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